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Executive Summary 

The Vincent area is a special place to many people. Its spectacular scenery, productive land, rich 

heritage and abundance of recreational activities attract both residents and visitors in ever-

increasing numbers. 

The effects of growth are being felt in a number of ways, both positive and negative. The Vincent 

Spatial Plan looks to address the challenges and opportunities of growth, charting a path that sets 

the direction for the next 30 years and beyond. 

Why are we doing this work? 

This Establishment Report sets the foundation for the delivery of the Vincent Spatial Plan. 

The Central Otago District Council  has the opportunity to ensure potential development can 

occur in a sustainable, sympathetic manner, which protects the aesthetics, heritage and 

environment that make this area special. At the same time, the Spatial Plan seeks to balance the 

needs of existing land users with the demands of a growing community. 

It is important that the Spatial Plan is carried out efficiently and effectively to ensure it can keep 

ahead of development. It will act as a guide that can inform council-led plan changes that set 

the direction for the area.  

Over the last decade, Central Otago District Council has experienced periods of high growth. The 

effects of this growth have been seen in neighbouring districts and towns, such as Queenstown 

and Cromwell. The effects are now being felt in Clyde and Alexandra, putting pressure on key 

infrastructure and existing industries.  

Construction of a reticulated wastewater pipeline is underway in Clyde and this may enable 

subdivision of sections into smaller lots. Higher density could have considerable effects on the 

township’s community, impacting its heritage values and look and feel.  

Water and wastewater mains are being constructed between Lake Dunstan/Clyde and 

Alexandra, potentially driving interest in development in the Vincent area due to wastewater 

reticulation in Clyde and increased drinking water supply capacity near Alexandra. This work puts 

pressure on the Spatial Plan programme timeframes, as there is a need to ensure the Plan can be 

considered by Council before pressure for private development occurs. 

Reverse sensitivity is emerging as a key issue related to growth in Central Otago, where residential 

development is moving into areas adjacent to horticultural land. 

What are we going to do? 

The Spatial Plan will integrate a significant amount of thinking across a range of workstreams – 

offering a compelling case for change that brings the community, landowners, stakeholders and 

partners along for the ride. It will offer a vision for the area and set the direction for the future. 

Spatial Plan Objectives 

The following objectives have been agreed for the Spatial Plan. 

1. We understand what the future holds for the area including the rural and urban land uses.  

2. Integration of existing strategies and projects ensuring the outcomes reflect the ‘world of 

difference’ values.  

3. The work informs/facilitates any necessary changes to the District Plan.  

4. Ensure the Vincent area gets ahead of growth, identifies key spatial improvements, then 

plans for it and gets on with it.  

5. The public is engaged throughout the process. 

Geographic Scope 
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The Vincent Spatial Plan encapsulates the urban areas of both Clyde and Alexandra, excluding 

Alexandra’s Town Centre, as well as the urban areas of Omakau and Ophir. The area of focus 

reaches out into rural areas between Clyde, Alexandra and Springvale Road, and into 

Earnscleugh, Butchers Gully, Galloway and Conroys Gully where new development is already 

occurring and there is likely to be pressure for it to continue. 

Workstreams 

There are three key workstreams which the project team will focus on: 

1. Growth and Land Use 

2. Water Supply and Wastewater 

3. Alexandra Airport Masterplan 

How are we going to do it? 

The Spatial Plan will be developed using workshops, facilitation, optioneering and analysis to 

evaluate a wide range of information and identify a preferred way forward. 

The programme will work through a process and schedule with key milestones and gateways, 

ensuring decision makers have oversight of the work being done and the ability to approve the 

work being undertaken at multiple points throughout the process. 

Programme 

The programme of work has been aligned to the 2020/21 Annual Plan, ensuring that budget can 

be allowed for in the coming years and to ensure that any required plan changes have been 

completed before the new wastewater reticulation scheme has been commissioned.  

If approved by Council, the Spatial Plan programme is expected to be completed in October 

2020. 

Community and stakeholder engagement 

Keeping the local community at the centre of the Spatial Plan process is critical, community 

engagement will occur at various points throughout the process and feedback received will act 

as key pieces of evidence in the process. 

Who is responsible? 

Programmes of this nature and complexity require a clear and well-structured governance and 

decision-making arrangement. A proposed structure is outlined later in this document.  

A project team will work closely with procured technical specialists. This team will produce 

material for the Programme Governance Group who will review it before recommending it be 

considered at the political governance level. 

Cost 

The cost of the Vincent Spatial Plan is estimated to be in the order of $219,960 +GST 
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1 Introduction 

Protecting what is important – it is not all about enabling growth, it is about what we want. 

1.1 What’s the purpose of the Establishment Report? 

The purpose of the Establishment Report is to set the direction for the proposed Vincent Spatial 

Plan. It ensures a complex programme of work can be approached to deliver a truly integrated 

Spatial Plan for the area.  

The Establishment Report ensures: 

• Transparency 

• Clarity of process 

• A programme structure that ensures the project can be delivered effectively and 

efficiently  

The Establishment Report also sets out the process used to arrive at the approach suggested and 

will act as a key document to assist the procurement of a specialist spatial planning team. It also 

sets out the decision-making process and governance structure. 

1.2 How this report was developed 

This report was developed using a combination of early engagement workshops with Council staff 

and elected members, research and analysis. 

An initial workshop was held with council staff to form the Spatial Plan objectives, identify the key 

stakeholders and partners and understand issues and challenges experienced by council. 

Following this workshop, the following key articles were developed: 

• Geographic scope 

• Workstreams 

• Governance and decision-making structure 

• Process and schedule 

• Stakeholder matrix 

The Establishment Report sets the foundation of the Spatial Plan and indicates how the 

development of such a document can be undertaken. 

1.3 Key Issues – why are we doing this project? 

There are a number of issues at play in the Vincent area, all of which need to be considered in an 

integrated way to ensure the best outcomes for the community. These include: 

• Pressures around continued growth are having effects in both rural and urban areas. 

• Water supply and wastewater servicing. 

• The types of land use changes that should be enabled and supported (and where)? 

• What types of existing land use should be protected and potentially enhanced? 
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2 Background  

2.1 Population Growth 

Over the last decade Central Otago District Council has experienced high growth, the majority of 

which has been located in Cromwell, however this is now spreading across district, particularly in 

the Vincent Ward (comprising Alexandra, Clyde and surrounding areas). 

There is evidence of the pressures of growth in the area of study and pressure is likely to increase 

with the development of key 3 waters infrastructure. These pressures include: 

• Increasing property prices and affordability issues. 

• Environmental/landscape concerns around population growth. 

• Reverse sensitivity effects of residential development in rural areas. 

• Lack of land for future development. 

2.2 Infrastructure 

Clyde wastewater reticulation 

Clyde is currently the largest town in Central Otago without a reticulated wastewater network. A 

reticulated wastewater network is currently being installed in three stages, as consulted in the 

most recent Long-Term Plan.  

The existing minimum lot size in Clyde is restricted by land requirements for a septic tank system, 

this is constraining growth in Clyde. 

A reticulated scheme will allow smaller section sizes as area allowance for discharge fields will not 

be necessary and higher density living can be accommodated.   

It is important that amenity and heritage values in Clyde are not compromised by higher density 

development in the absence of adequate design guidelines or principles. 

Council is keen to understand the community’s desires and ambitions for the town and to enable 

plan changes that accommodate growth, while protecting what makes Clyde such a special 

place to live and visit.  
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Water pipeline upgrade 

In parallel to the wastewater pipeline, there is also a water main upgrade being undertaken for 

Alexandra. This will see water taken from a bore at Lake Dunstan and piped along the same 

corridor through to Alexandra.  

The pipeline will initially be used to supply Alexandra’s reservoir, with the plan being to develop a 

newer reservoir next to the existing northern reservoir with increased capacity.  

This new reservoir will have the capacity to provide reticulated water for increased development. 

Both the water and wastewater upgrades will raise expectation for higher density development in 

the serviceable area, however development needs to appropriate and planned to meet the long 

terms objectives of both urban and rural communities. 

2.3 Reverse sensitivity and loss of productive land 

Continued growth has seen demand increase for residential and lifestyle property in areas that 

were previously used almost exclusively for productive purposes. At the same time, access to 

water and returns for export crops is increasing the value of rural productive land. As residential 

and lifestyle properties move into areas that were traditionally used for productive purposes, there 

is increasing conflict between land uses and issues of reverse sensitivity. 

At the same time, development of smaller sized lifestyle sections is seeing a reduction in the 

amount of land available for productive purposes. Left unchecked this could have unwanted 

impacts on the local economy and Central Otago values. 

2.4 Alexandra Airport 

The Alexandra airport sits on an elevated plateau on the outskirts of town. It is a small regional 

airport, owned by council, and generally used by the Central Otago Flying Club and various 

commercial uses. 

Interest in the airport has been growing and the first stage of development is complete, which 

included the construction of 28 leased private hangar or hangar/accommodation sites in the 

private precinct. Lessees are required to own an aircraft. 

Provision of reticulated water services to Alexandra Airport is necessary for continued 

development of the airport. How and when development should occur, and the impacts it may 

have on the functioning of Alexandra Airport need to be understood and planned for. 

Figure 1. Alexandra Airport and private precinct. Source: CENTRAL OTAGO DISTRICT COUNCIL. 
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Continued interest in the airport has led to Council now considering how the airport should be 

developed further.  
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3 Geographic Scope  

3.1 Area of interest 

3.2 Alexandra Basin  
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3.3 Rural  

Clyde/Alexandra/Springvale Road 

The land inside the triangle made up by Clyde, Alexandra and Springvale Road has been 

included. It has high potential for development, at the same time there are considerable reverse 

sensitivity issues that need to be considered. 

Galloway, Butchers Gully, Conroys Gully and Earnscleugh 

Galloway, Butchers Gully and Conroys Gully have been included as areas where current 

development is occurring pressure for subdivision is likely to occur. 

3.4 Urban  

Further detailed maps are available in Appendix 1-3. 

Alexandra 

Alexandra’s wider urban area has been included in the study area to ensure urban/industrial 

growth can be accommodated. The town centre is not included. This is largely because issues 

posed by a town centre are different to those being addressed by the Spatial Plan. 

Clyde 

Clyde’s urban area has been included to ensure urban growth can be accommodated. The 

Heritage Precinct/Business Zone has been included as there are numerous pressures being placed 

on this zoning that need to be addresses through the District Plan Review. 

Omakau/Ophir  

The towns of Omakau and Ophir are an easy commute from Alexandra, with recent growth 

occurring in both. Continued growth in the District is likely to see both towns become more 

desirable as place to live for workers and families. As such, the function and future of both towns 

need to be considered, both in their own right and in their relation to Alexandra and Clyde. 

Each town has unique challenges and the project team will need to engage with the local 

community to ensure these are heard, understood and considered in the Spatial Plan.  
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4 Programme Integration  

The workstreams diagram below lays out how the various elements will be brought together. The core elements are explained further in this section. 

4.1 Workstreams – the ‘how’  
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4.2 Key workstreams 

Growth/Land Use 

The Spatial Plan will investigate where and how the Vincent area can grow in the future and how 

this will accommodate: 

• Urban residential and rural living. 

• Open space and public realm. 

• Commercial, agricultural and horticultural activities. 

• Urban areas of Clyde and Alexandra 

• Clyde business zone 

• State Highway Integration 

The interplay between the above land uses and how they can be accommodated alongside 

issues of reverse sensitivity need to be analysed and understood. It is critical to ensure growth 

occurs in a sympathetic, sustainable manner.  

This workstream will include elements such as: 

• Urban Design and placemaking. 

• Landscape design and protection. 

• Primary production and the suitability of land for different uses. 

• Environment/sustainability. 

• Iwi / Heritage / Culture. 

Water supply and wastewater 

Increased drinking water capacity and reticulated wastewater may well act as a potential 

catalyst for increased desire to develop land. A similar issue will arise at Alexandra Airport with the 

provision of reticulated water services there.  

This raises a range of issues that need to be better understood, including: 

• Technical capability of the infrastructure to support development. 

• Commercial viability of increased development. 

• Community sentiment around increased development and subdivision. 

• Implications of reverse sensitivity and loss of productive land. 

• Protection of landscapes and amenity values. 

A key component to sustainable growth is the infrastructure that enables it. Consideration to 

future requirements will be necessary as part of the Spatial Plan. 

Alexandra Airport Masterplan 

Continued growth at Alexandra Airport has seen the need to develop a masterplan that maps 

out future growth. 

When developing the Airport Masterplan the team will need to make sure careful consideration is 

given to continued development around the airport. This will ensure: 

• Any future development is cohesive with the existing precinct. 

• Reverse sensitivity does not become an issue with surrounding residential land. 

• Enabling continued growth of the airport itself and the provision of services and land 

required to enable this. 

4.3 Dependencies 

Spatial Plan dependencies are elements that will need to be considered as the Spatial Plan 

progresses, they include: 

• Central Otago District Council’s 2050 Vision 

• National Planning Standards 
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• National Policy Statements 

• Resource Management Act 

• Clyde Heritage Precinct 

• Affordable Housing 

• The World of Difference Values 

• Central Otago District Council’s Infrastructure Strategy  

• Central Otago District Council’s partnership with ORC and NZTA  

• Iwi cultural narrative and guidelines 

• Other plans and strategies 

4.4 Optioneering  

The programme integration will primarily occur at the optioneering stage. Through a facilitated 

workshop, the project team will aim to agree the optimal solution for each core workstream and 

then combine to provide an optimal solution for the Spatial Plan.  

There may be tensions and interface issues that need to be acknowledged and worked through 

at this ‘first cut’ stage. This allows Council to assess whether the projects are an enduring solution 

or whether more ambitious options require consideration. A ‘second cut’ would then be 

developed, following stakeholder and public engagement, and presented in a final Spatial Plan.
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5 Programme Governance and Decision-making structure – the ‘who’ 
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5.1 Structure 

Programmes of this nature and complexity require a clear and well-structured governance or 

decision-making arrangement. The proposed decision structure set out above indicates the 

programme governance specific to the Vincent Spatial Plan.  

The political governance level is the main forum for gateway and financial approvals. The 

Programme Governance level is the primary review and integration forum to ensure the 

implications are thought through at an organisational level. The Project team will ensure the work 

is being carried out and will guide the technical specialists. 

The work done will flow upwards, ensuring a number of reviews and filters are undertaken before 

material is put in front of decision-makers.  

5.2 Specialist Technical Services 

All technical specialists will be required to participate in Investment Logic Mapping and 

Optioneering workshops. 

Programme Manager 

The Programme Manager role is critical to ensuring the Spatial Plan meets key milestones and is 

delivered on time and on budget. They will have responsibility for the following: 

• Act as the single point of contact between the Programme Governance Group and 

Project Team / technical specialists. 

• Ensure work delivered by technical specialists is on brief and assists the programme in 

moving forwards. 

• Keep track of budgets, ensuring programme spend matches anticipated budgets 

• Escalate any issues to the Programme Governance Group ahead of time. 

Urban Design and Landscaping  

The Spatial Plan will need expert advice around Urban Design and Landscapes. Their key output 

will be the Spatial Plan itself, so procuring an entity with a proven track record in this space is 

critical. 

They will provide a range of inputs, including: 

• Development of the final Spatial Plan itself. 

• Responsible for ensuring all aspects of urban design and placemaking are understood 

and considered. 

• Understanding and assessment of all issues around landscapes and impacts of land use. 

Planners (RMA and Policy) 

A key output of the Spatial Plan is a notified plan change to the Operative District Plan. As such it 

is critical to have experienced RMA and Policy specialists involved in the process. They will: 

• Ensure the plan change process is adequately resourced 

• Ensure information required is obtained through the spatial planning process, allowing for 

a streamlined plan process. 

• Understand requirements of the plan change, including evidence and analysis, are met 

throughout the Spatial Plan process 

Water and Wastewater 

Technical advice on the requirements for water and wastewater will be sought as required to 

understand the impacts to the ongoing projects. It is important for Council to plan for the location 

and density as this may impact the design and cost of the ongoing water and wastewater 

upgrades.  
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Airport advisors 

Airport advice will be sought to understand any implications and constraints of growth to the 

airfield to ensure any future use is not limited through development.  

Integration Manager  

The Integration Manager will ensure the project team has a degree of tension within it, ensuring all 

pieces of the puzzle are accounted for and all options are understood and analysed. 

• Key outputs are workshop facilitation and supporting business case development. 

• Will ensure all pieces of the Spatial Plan can be integrated together. 

• Responsible for optioneering and analysis. 

• Evidence gathering and analysis. 

5.3 Programme approach 

Although a business case Better Business Case (BBC) approach will not be delivered as part of the 

Spatial Plan, the BBC philosophy and general approach will be used and many of the key outputs 

will be delivered.  

To this extent, the multi-variant and multi-disciplined nature of this programme will be delivered 

using many of the tools utilised in investment management. Participation by the project team and 

technical specialists will be critical. 
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6 Proposed Process and Schedule  

In order to ensure the process moves with momentum and the plan changes have been 

approved before the wastewater network is commissioned, it is proposed that the following 

process is used to drive the process forward. 

6.1 Process and Schedule 
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7 Procurement approach 

For the Vincent Spatial Plan is it recommended that Council individually procure the identified 

specialists to assist with development of the Spatial Plan (as described in Section 6). This has the 

potential to be more complex than procuring one large organisation or a partnership due to the 

number of moving parts. 

It is felt that by individually procuring the specialists required, Council can acquire the ‘best of 

breeds’ ensuring the technical specialists are able to offer top quality professional advice in their 

given fields. 

This reinforces the importance of the programme manager to not only bring the team together 

but ensure procurement is carried out quickly and efficiently. 

8 Community and stakeholder engagement 

Community and stakeholder engagement are critical to the success of the Vincent Spatial Plan. 

The above proposed process and schedule outlines the opportunities for community 

engagement throughout the development of the plan. These include: 

1. Values / Insights Survey (to be undertaken in March by Council) 

2. Public announcement on project establishment and next steps 

3. Public announcement on the ILM workshop outcomes and next steps. 

4. Public update of process, initial shortlist of options (to drum up interest in consultation) 

5. Launch of engagement on shortlist 

6. Announce results of engagement 

7. Engagement on preferred option 

8. Final Spatial Plan announcement and next steps 

9. Long Term Plan engagement (separate process) 

8.1 Engagement planning 

There are many different methods and channels for community engagement, and the project 

team will need to work closely with Council communications team to ensure the community 

engagement component of this Spatial Plan is complementary to the range of other 

engagement work currently underway in the District.  

There is a real risk of ‘engagement fatigue’ within local communities if engagement is not carried 

out in a careful manner. 

The key for the engagement process is to create ways of engaging with the community on their 

terms, and at locations and times that are convenient for the people the process is trying to 

reach. It is expected that a detailed engagement plan will be developed using the principles 

from the International Association for Public Participation (IAP2) Design, Plan and Manage Model. 

Reaching the people who are hard to reach is the trick for any engagement process, as it is often 

the same people who take the time to engage with public processes time and again, meaning 

that the silent majority’s voice is often missed. 
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Ensuring these audiences are reached can be a resource intensive process. Offering incentives 

can help, such as coffees at sports games, public meetings at local bars, stalls outside schools etc. 

Stakeholder engagement will be carried out as part of the governance and decision-making 

structure. 

Figure 2: Engagement Design, Plan and Manage Model - IAP2 Engagement Design 

Figure 3: Stakeholder Matrix 
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9 Delivery 

Council will own and drive the development of the Spatial Plan but will work closely alongside 

stakeholders to ensure all aspects are accounted for.  

The Spatial Plan requires a delivery model that: 

• Meets the programme objectives. 

• Is achievable despite known constraints (which include funding and resources). 

• Provides strong value for money. 

• Demonstrates collaboration between public agencies, private enterprise, stakeholders 

and community. 

• Is easily understood by the community. 

The Vincent Spatial Plan will be fully integrated while applying the following approach: 

• Accommodating development through a Spatial Plan and District Plan rules. 

• Influencing the land use and community/cultural/environmental aspects within the area of 

study. 

• Supporting the community, private land owners and potential investors (public and private) to 

understand what the future of the area could look like through a shared vision. 

10 Programme Risk 

The following Spatial Plan risks need to be considered and further developed as the programme 

progresses: 

• Funding is not approved. 

• The programme does not meet community, visitor and stakeholder expectations. 

• The timeframes outlined are not achievable or acceptable. 

• The Plan cannot adapt to changing external influences. 

• Failure to coordinate and integrate workstreams. 

• Supplier availability – ability to procure specialist services. 

 

A full risk register will be developed as part of the Spatial Plan. 
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Appendix 1: Clyde Map 

Appendix 2: Alexandra Map 
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Appendix 3: Omakau and Ophir Map 

 


